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On 15 April 1985 the President of the European Parliament referred two motions 
for resolutions concerning child care to the Committee on Women's Rights as 
the committee responsible and the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment 
for its opinion (Docs. 2-18/85 and 2-19/85). 
At its meeting of 26/27 June 1985 the Committee on Women's Rights appointed 
Mrs PEUS rapporteur. 
The committee considered the draft report at its meetings of 
16/17 December 1985 and 28/29 January 1986. At the latter meeting it adopted 
the motion for a resolution as a whole by 10 votes to none with five 
abstentions. 
The following took part in the vote : Mrs LENZ, chairman; Mrs PEUS (deputizing 
for Mrs de Backer-van Ocken>, rapporteur; Mrs d1 ANCONA <deputizing for 
Mrs Crawley), Mrs BRAUN-MOSER, Miss BROOKES (deputizing for Mrs Daly), 
Mrs van den HEUVEL, Mrs LARIVE, Mrs MAIJ-wEGGEN, Mr NEWMAN, Ms QUIN 
(deputizing for Mrs Lizin), Mrs van ROOY, Mr SAKELLARIOU (deputizing for 
Mrs Salisch), Mrs SQUARCIALUPI (deputizing for Mrs Trupia), Ms TONGUE and 
Mr VISSER (deputizing for Mrs Wieczorek-Zeul). 
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment has not delivered an opinion. 
The report was tabled on 14 February 1986 • 
The deadline for tabling amendments to this report will be indicated in the 
draft agenda for the part-session at which it will be debated. 
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The Committee on women's Rights hereby submits to the European Parliament the 
following motion for a resolution together with explanatory statement : 
A 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
on child-care infrastructures 
The European Parliament, 
-having regard to Council Directive 76/207/EEC of 9 February 1976 on equal 
treatment for men and women as regards access to employment and promotion 
(OJ No. L 39, 14.2.1976), 
-having regard to the amended proposal for a Council directive on parental 
leave and leave for family reasons of 15 November 1984 CCOM(84) 631 final), 
- having regard to the report on the situation of women in Europe 
(Doc. 1-1229/83>, 
-having regard to the resolutions of the European Parliament of 
11 February 1981 and 17 January 1984 on the situation of women in Europe 
(OJ No. C 50, 9.3.1981 and OJ No. C 46, 20.2.1984), 
-having regard to the Le Roux report on behalf of the Committee of Inquiry 
into the Situation of Women in Europe, on maternity, parental Leave and 
pre-school facilities of 5 July 1983 (No. 14, Doc. 1-1229/83/C), 
having regard to the Council of Europe's study on pre-school education in 
Western Europe, 1981, 
-having regard to the Commission report entitled 'Expose sur l'Evolution 
Sociale 1983', 
-having regard to the study by Camille Pichault on 'Community-run day care 
facilities and services for children under the age of three in the European 
Communities• (Doc. C-1784/83), 
having regard to the final report of the seminar on parental Leave and child 
care held on 26 and 27 March 1985 in Rome, 
having regard to the working documents on parental Leave in preparation for 
the seminar on public child-care facilities and parental leave in March 1985 
in Rome, 
- having regard to the Commission's study on nursery schools in Europe, 
- having regard to the country-by-country reports on the employment of women 
in Spain, Greece and Portugal, published by the Commission of the European 
Communities in 1982, 
-having regard to the study entitled 'Coping with everyday Life in families 
with children and working parents• produced by the Institut fur 
Sozialforschung und Sozialwissenschaft e.v., Saarbrucken, in January 1983, 
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- having regard to the motion for a resolution tabled by Ms Tongue on the 
taxation of workplace nurseries in the United Kingdom (Doc. B 2-19/85), 
- having regard to the motion for a resolution tabled by Ms Tongue on equal 
access to child care facilities (Doc. 8 2-18/85), 
-having regard to the report of the Committee on Women's Rights on child care 
infrastructures (Doc. A 2-220/85), 
A. whereas there are approximately 10 million children in the European 
Community entitled to care and education, 
B. whereas an increasing number of children grow up in one-parent families, 
c. whereas it is the objective of policies for families with young children 
to give all children equal access to child care including those from 
ethnic minority families and those with disabilities, 
D. whereas despite the huge increase in the number of working women in the 
Community, particularly mothers of young children, over the past few 
years, women are still concentrated in part-time, temporary and low-paid 
employment -and one reason for this is the Lack of proper policies and 
services, including parental leave and child care, , 
E. whereas child care must cater for the very varied living conditions, needs 
and aspirations of families, • 
F. whereas it is the objective of policies directed at parents with young 
children to create conditions, through employment Legislation and other 
means, to enable them to make a free choice as regards the division of 
their time between family and professional duties, 
G. whereas one of the fundamental features of child-care centres is that they 
provide nursery education for all children; and whereas this education can 
offset inequalities experienced by certain socially and culturally 
disadvantaged groups, giving them a basic Level of equality of opportunity, 
H. whereas research on child-care facilities proves that early education has 
a beneficial effect on the educational development of the child, offering 
children- even very young children- experiences and opportunities to 
supplement those at home- not only through mixing with other children and 
adults but through participating in group and collaborative activities, 
fostering social abilities, and gaining access to particular resources and 
skills that most private homes do not have access to, 
I. whereas responsibility for caring for and bringing up children should not 
fall solely on the mother but should be shared by both parents, 
J. whereas the demand for more child-care facilities must be seen in the 
context not only of children's requirements but also of equal 
opportunities for workers of both sexes on the labour market, 
K. whereas the fundamental purpose of child-care facilities is to provide 
children with healthy psychological, physical and social development from 
a very early age, 
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L. regretting that until now there has been a Lack of political will in the 
majority of Member States to assume governmental responsibility in the 
field of child care, resulting in uneven and haphazard provision of 
child-care facilities, thus denying women equal treatment within the 
provisions of Directive 76/207/EEC, 
1. Regrets that because of the obstinacy of one Member State the Council 
still has not adopted the directive on parental leave; 
Calls on the Commission 
2. - to support the Member States in collecting all relevant statistics 
relating to child care; 
3. - to exchange at Community level the lessons Learned as regards the 
advantages and disadvantages of the various child-care facilities, 
4. - jointly to investigate and coordinate improvements; 
5. - to support a Community-wide programme of research and development which 
wiLL, inter alia, assess the development and improvement of the various 
child-care facilities, including the quantity and quality of the 
facilities available; 
6. -to draw up proposals for a draft directive on equal access to child care; 
Calls upon the Member States: 
7. -to make available, in cooperation with the statistics offices, reliable 
figures on the number of children under three years of age, the number 
of families in which both parents work, the number of one-parent 
families and under-privileged families and the number of parents who 
take parental leave; 
8. -to draw up, at local, regional and national level, reliable 
interdisciplinary studies on the need for public and private child-care 
facilities and on the preference of parents for specific forms of child 
care; 
9. - to collaborate closely, in all investigations, with representatives of 
family and women's organizations, employees' representatives and Local 
and regional authorities; 
10. - to produce statistics on the training, pay and status of the staff of 
various types of child-care facilities; 
11.- to develop the network of different public and private child-care 
facilities so that all children whose parents so wish can be 
accommodated in one of the forms of pre-school establishment from birth; 
12.- to give priority to anti-racist child-care facilities, which are equally 
accessible to all children, black or white or mother-tongue-speaking, 
and which reflect a range of cultural needs and diverse family styles; 
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13.- to give priority to developing child-care facilities which are equally 
acceseihle to al.l children, including those with disabilities, so that 
adequate resourceg to meet thost disabilities are available within each 
facility, and to discourage segregated facilities for children with 
disabilities or other special needs; 
14. -to give priority in setting up child-care facilities to residential 
districts in which there is a high proportion of working parents, 
foreign workers and low-income families; to locate child-care facilities 
primarily in residential districts, both in rural and in urban areas, 
and in particular in districts with Low-income families or high 
concentrations of working women; and to give due regard to the need to 
ensure minimum standards, both in the voluntary and private sector, as 
well as in the state sector, in respect of child-staff ratios, staff 
qualifications, space, equipment and remuneration and benefits for 
employees; 
15. - to refrain from the taxing of workplace nurseries; 
16.- to recognize that some parents prefer child-minding arrangements to 
group care, and to acknowledge these preferences by developing sponsored 
child-minding schemes, within the context of local and regional planning 
for child care, and providing that minimum standards, including 
employment rights, are met; 
17. -to attach importance to cooperation between educationalists, the 
child-care centres and the children's parents; 
18. - also to involve parents in both educational and administrative 
decision-making of such centres; 
19.- to make the opening hours of the child-care facilities correspond to the 
working hours of parents in employment, including shiftwork; 
20. - to provide recreation centres and/or round-the-clock centres in health 
resorts if child-care facilities are closed during the holidays for 
excessively long periods that do not correspond with the requirements of 
families; 
21. -to involve experts such as psychologists, social education workers and 
doctors in the training of pre-school teachers; 
22. - to plan and develop research programmes in conjunction with teachers and 
other practitioners, and to disseminate information and solicit opinions 
on research from parents and a wider public; 
23.- to encourage a diversity of child care, within the context of local and 
regional planning and distribution of resources, and providing that 
minimum standards are observed; 
24.- to ensure that all programmes and policies providing child-care 
facilities are positively anti-sexist in orientation and content; 
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25. Calls on EC Member States to ratify Article 3 of the ILO Convention 
No. 156 which provides as follows : 'With a view to creating effective 
equality of opportunity and treatment for men and women workers, each 
Member shall make it an aim of national policy to enable persons with 
family responsibilities who are engaged or wish to engage in employment to 
exercise their right to do so without being subject to discrimination and, 
to the extent possible, without conflict between their employment and 
family responsibilities; 
26. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council and the 
Commission and the governments of the twelve Member States • 
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B 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
The present situation with regard to child care 
Difficulties arise even in connection with data which are very easy to compile 
such as population trends, marital status and vocational status, insofar as 
these data are available. They are not compiled at the same time in every 
country. The very incomplete data on the number of children under three years 
of age whose parents are both in employment, the number of children of under 
three years of age in one-parent families, the nu.ber of children whose 
mothers would like to work but cannot because they are looking after children 
and the number of children in under-privileged families are not really known 
and are in some cases under-estimated. 
Even the data on the need for child care facilities, the number of child care 
facilities and the number of children cared for by them are extremely 
fragmentary. In general, the assumption is that there is a very great need 
for child-care facilities in the countries of the European Community. The 
following figures emerge when the data actually available on the need for 
child care facilities are assembled : 
In Belgium +35% of children under three years of age need day care. These are 
children whose mother and father are both working. 
In France it is assumed that between 52 and 70% of all children under three 
years of age require child care, on the basis of the number of children whose 
mother and father are both working, children from one-parent families, orphans 
and children from poor families CPichault, p. 43>. 
The Frenchman Sullerot assumes, in a very exhaustive analysis, that only a 
little over half of the children of mothers who are assumed to be unable to 
look after their children themselves are cared for by the community : the 
others were being cared for by grandmothers, neighbours and unregistered child 
minders CLes Equipements et Services Collectifs de Garde). The following 
statistics are available on the number of child-care facilities available and 
the number of places : 
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Extract froM the Commission's report entitled 'EXPOSE SUR L'EVOLUTION SOCIALE' 
1983, p. 125 
Number of establishments- number of places 
Germany 
Belgium 
(accord. to 
the replies 
given by 
CTF) 
Denmark 
France 
Greece 
Ireland 
Italy 
Date 
of i nf. 
1981 
1980 
1982 
Number of establishments 
Day nurseries 
State-run day nurseries 
Privately-run day nurs. 
Family-run day nurseries 
Chi ld-mi nders 
Pre-school 
State-run day nurseries 
Family-run day nurs. 
Pre-school 
1 325 
308 
216 
78 
6566 
? 
617 
18 410 
? 
1980 State-run day nurseries 1 006 
Privately-run day nurs. 147 
Workplace day nurseries 222 
Family-run day nurseries 554 
Child-minders 226 500 
Pre-school ? 
1981 State-run day nurseries 
Privately-run day nurs. 
Workplace day nurseries 
Child-minders 
Pre-school 
1982 Privately-run day nurs. 
48 
15 
20 
135 
4 
? 
1980 State-run day nurs. 1 614/1 810 
Privately-run day nurs. 43 81 
Luxembourg 1981 State-run day nurseries 15 
Privately-run day nurseries 10 
Workplace day nurseries 12 
Child-minders ? 
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Number of 
places 
26 098 
) 14 100 
) 
1 710 
19 471 
31 143 
21 337 
39 310 
7 584 
Total 
number of 
places by 
country 
( 
( 
26 098 
( 66 424 
( 
( 
( 
( 68 231 
( 
30 251 ( 
7 389 ( 
11 771 (703 324 
34 129 ( 
340 OOOCest>< 
259 784 ( 
3 111 
1 320 
329 
2 169 
200 
(13 000?) 
78 404 
1 517 
492 
+450 
+350 
+1-300 
( 
( 
( 7 129 
( 
( 
(13 000?) 
(79 921 
( 
( 
( 
( 2 592 
( 
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bate 
of inf. 
Number of~ishments Nunib'er ·of f(;t:-ar----·· 
places number ot 
places b~; 
count roy 
Netherlands 1980 
(answers 
Privately-run day nurseries 126 
Pre-school 31 
1 168 
400 
( i 568 
( 
given by 
Government) 
------------------------------------~-----------------------------------
United 
Kingdom 
1980 613 
734 
72 
39 500 
State-run day nurseries 
Privately-run day nurseries 
Workplace day nurseries 
Child-minders 
Pre-s ctloo l ? 
28 400 
19 900 
2 100 
93 000 
25 000 
( 
( 
(174 400 
( 
( 
________ m ___ N_, _________________ , _________ , 
TOTAL (accuracy not guaranteed) 1 14? '100 
------------ ·-------------------------., ...... 
Observations 
BELGIUM : - Workplace day nurseries are entered under privately-run day 
nurseries. These are principally hospital and university day 
nurseries. 
-In 1980 the available statistics do not make any distinction 
between day nurseries and pre-school establishments. 
DENMARK - The concept of family-run day nurseries does not seem to 
FRANCE 0 -. 
GREECE : -
correspond to the definition used in other countries. 
67 small day nurseries, each with between 12 and 15 places 
(tot<::~l .~ 1 255 places) are included in (community) day 
nurseries. The number of ple!ices with chi ld-mi nders has been 
estimat.ed on the basis of i .5 children per child-minder. 
Children of up to five and a half years of age. 
Y!:!.!.!.§.~ .. )<INGD2!'. ·- Children of up ~o five y-ears of age except for pre-school 
.establishments Conly Engl~nd). 
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In addition, some sketchy infornation cen be drarn fron the country-by-country
reports on uonenrs emptoyment pubLished by the Connission of the European
Cornmunities in 19SZ for various countrles. According to those reports the
number of State-run and privatety-run day nurserles and nurseny schoots in
Greece is very Limited and badty dlstrlbuted betrcen thc regions. The
buiLdings stii,t falt to neet th; needs of chltdren of that age' In Portugal
the nr.rnber of dey nurseries trebLed bctuccn 1970 and 1980 but 23 000 day
nurserles sre stit[ requlrad for the uhola countnt and the autononous
regfons. The reglonaI dlstnibution of the nurscry schooLs ls vcry poor.
According to the tommlssionts study fLes Equipemcnts et Servlces CoItectifs de
Garde des Jeunes Enfants de 0 e 3 Ans dans ta Communautf Europdenner, in the
Federat RepubLic cf Germany (1977) 31 of chitdren under three years otd Here
Losked after" in pubttc or state-supervlsed chlld-care faclIities, rhi[e the
figure uas g.SX tn tselgiun ffi975r,37A in Dennark (1981)1 0.4X in Greece(1Fg1)n 3sr tn France it*eol, s"gx {n rreLy (1980), 2.lr in-Luxembourg (19E1)
and n"-g6x in th* HetherLends (198't)" The ?lgurcs icceived for lretand do notjnctuele private fae { tities, yhich i}ccount for the naJority of chi tdren. In
thn r1nited Kingdom the figure uas 5,8fi of t}-i yeer olds, vith no indication of
year (Comnission study, P. 55).
In her study, CasriL!.e P{chautt siiys that it can be assuned, though vith no
guarantee of -u.curacyt, that in the Community countrles 1gt of chitdren of
lrnder three years of ege are in ths care of State*run or S'!:ate*supervised
chil.d care services anJ establistrNnents (Piehault" tr)" 5(!," Tn spainn 9-751 of
chitdnen betxeen tuo and three years of age uere tooked after ln day nurseries
in lggf).rg.l and 801 of chiLdren betyeen four and flve years of age in nursery
$cherols., As a uhoter 45.52X of chitdren under slx years of age rere tooked
after in chiLel-cere estabtishrnents (repont on the emptoyment of ronen in Spain
published by the Commission in 1982).
AccordinE tn SECD sratistics from 1972 (quoted on p- 18 of th9 1981 Councit of
Europe siudy rPre-schttol education ln t{estern Europer), the figures for
partici pation in pre*sciroot erJucat{on Here as fot Lovs :
betgium : 88il of 3 year otds, $$X of 4 year oLds and 10(}fi of 5 year otds;,_
Fraice : 15I of 2 ylar oldsr- 55I of 3 year olds, 84U of 4 year otds and 100U
of 5 year oLdsi
Nethertands : 80I of 4 year olds and 94I of 5 year otds;
United K{ngdor.l z 'lE of i year olds, 4t of 3 year otds and 30I of 4 year oldsi
Denmark I 34I of 3 year o[ds, 3't+Z of 4 year otds and 34I of 5 year oLds.
There are, in aridition, very few research results and anatyses availabte on
the quat,ity and short-comings of the varlous chf [d care faci tities.
There Jre, {:'oreovel, very fey retiabLe data on the preferences of parents for
Barticut.ar forrns sf child eare. It should be borne in m{nd in this connection
that not enough efforts are made to provide parents vith proper information-
AccorcJing to o sltrvey carried out by SuLterot, there are great dlfferences
betreen ine various countries, Accord{ng to that survey, Gernan, Britlsh and
Itatian parents prefer day nLlrserles, BeLgian, Luxembottrg{sh, Dutch and Gneek
parents prafer househoLd emptoyees and Dan{sh parents prefer an authorized
chi L.l-mi nder". Flowever, German parents ln fact leave thei r chl tdren in the
care of a househo[d e*btoyee xhiLst tha najor{ty of Franch parents uho favour
that sotr.ltion leave their chiLdren in the esre of a trfed arrd ?ested
chitrJ-mincfer (PichauLt, p* 12) " The result of a Belgtan survey in 1979 in
rhich mothers uho Leave their clii!.dren in the care of I chitdmlnder or
chttcl-c'are establtshmrent as retl 8s mothers rho look aft'er their chlLdren
thensetves ${,*re intervfeued, a cleerr prefercnce for cere by a chl[C'ninder
rf G(vs) /3006E i13- PE 102.507/fin.
(42.7%) or grandparents (30.2%) was shown over day nurseries (14.7%) and 
creches and playschools (12.3%). No distinction was made, however, according 
to the age of the child CPichault, p. 48). 
According to a document entitled 'Europeans and their children' a random 
sample survey in the countries of the European Community, published by the 
Commission of the European Communities in Brussels, October 1979, a total of 
43% of parents nowadays prefer cr~ches and a total of 28% prefer household 
employees. Country by country, the percentage of parents in favour of the 
creche were as follows : BelgiuM 23%, Denmark 21%, Germany 36%, France 27%, 
Ireland 21%, Italy 65%, Luxembourg 23%, the Netherlands 25% and the United 
Kingdom 50%. The percentages of parents in favour of household employees were 
as follows : Belgium, 33%, Denmark 31%, Germany 30%, France 36%, Ireland 58%, 
Italy 19%, Luxembourg 37%, the Netherlands 28% and the United Kingdom 25%. 
When asked what option the parents had chosen, a total of 22% of the parents 
cited the creche and 17% household employees. The following picture emerges 
for the various countries : 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
France : 
Ireland : 
Italy : 
Luxembourg 
The Netherlands : 
The United Kingdom 
day nursery 10% household employees 12% 
" 22% " 27% 
" 21% .. 25% 
.. 11% .. 14% 
.. 12% If 29% 
If 26% .. 15% 
Figures too small to be reckoned ·m percentages 
day nursery 10% household employees 16% 
fl 40% II 13% 
The surveys are often biased by those who have carried them out or 
commissioned them, Quite often two surveys within the same country will reach 
contradictory conclusions. According to one survey there are too few places 
in day nurseries whilst according to the other day nurseries are not used to 
full capacity. 
There is also little information as to the opinion of specialists in this 
field. In Belgium the psychologist Michel reaches the conclusion that no 
option should be dismissed from the outset as they all have serious 
shortcomings. In the Netherlands experts think it best for young children to 
be brought up at home by their own mother and prefer children to be cared for 
in other families rather than in community-run day nurseries (Pichault, p. 51). 
The Frenchman, Sullerot, considers that it is too early to put two-year old 
children in pre-school establishments, as doctors have found that putting 
children of under twelve months in a day nursery creates problP.ms. CPichault, 
p. 52). 
In addition, innovations and pilot projects in the field of child care have 
not yet been the subject of any scientific research or even of critical 
assessment. The innovations are based essentially on parental initiatives, 
for example 'guest P.arents' in the Netherlands, 'mothers help mothers' in 
Luxerrbourg, uni11ersity day nurseries run in conjunction with parents and 
associations ot mothers who work part time (play groups) in Belgium and 
unofficial day nurseries set up by parents' associations in France (Pichault, 
p. 71). 
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The unavailable or only very incomplete data must be collected in all 
Community countries for a given decade in accordance with the same criteria 
and at the same time instead of scattered over many years. Surveys must be 
carried out at regular, jointly agreed intervals. They should be carried out 
by groups consisting of representatives of several disciplines (demographers, 
pre-school teachers, sociologists, persons from the medical field, technical 
experts, teachers and psychologists> who have different philosophies of life 
and are drawn from both sexes. They should seek the advice of employees' 
representatives, representatives of family associations and women's 
organizations and local authorities (see Pichault, p. 123>. 
The following reasons are given for the demand for more child-care facilities : 
- the sharp increase in the number of married women at work; according to the 
incomplete figures available, SOX of mothers of very young children in 
Denmark, and 40X in Italy, go out to work, and 70% of young mothers with a 
child under six in France (Commission study); 
-the trend away from the extended family and towards the nuclear family; 
-the number of one-parent families; 2.4% of children in France are born into 
one-parent families and 10.9% of those under a year old live in these 
circumstances, while in Italy, one-parent families accounted for 13.5% of 
all families in 1980 (Commission study, p. 2>; 
- the number of natural children in the Community of Ten increased from 
196 000 in 1960 to 288 000 in 1982; 
-educational reasons : complementing the domestic upbringing of children by 
carefully planned learning exeriences in contact with other children is 
regarded as beneficial; 
- equal opportunities for women : Article 3 of Convention No. 156 which was 
drawn up by the International Labour Office in 1981 and has not yet been 
ratified by any of the Community Member States, provides as follows : 
'With a view to creating effective equality of opportunity and treatment for 
men and women workers, each Member shall make it an aim of national policy 
to enable persons with family responsibilities who are engaged or wish to 
engage in employment to exercise their right to do so without being subject 
to discrimination and, to the extent possible, without conflict between 
their employment and family responsibilities.• (quoted by Pichault, pp. 17 
and 18). 
Types of child-care 
Policies must seek to offer alternatives and create a range of possibilities. 
Mothers who wish to look after their children themselves should enjoy a 
measure of the state support provided for mothers who choose to go out to wprk. 
Some of the various arrangements in operation in the Member States are set out 
below. 
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Parental leave 
National provisions on parental leave and leave for family reasons are very 
different from one Member State to another. This can jeopardize the 
harmonious functioning of the common market. For this reason the Commission 
of the European Communities submitted a proposal for a Council directive on 
parental leave and leave for family reasons in December 1983. In 
November 1984 an amended version was submitted. Under Article 4 of that 
directive parental leave shall be granted to enable any entitled person to 
stay at home to look after the child concerned. Parental leave is especially 
intended for families in which both parents are working and for parents 
bringing up children on their own. Under the proposal for a directive 
parental leave shall be for a minimum period of three months per worker and 
child. The Member States may extend the leave, especially in the case of 
single-parent families and families with disabled children. There is also the 
possibility of part-time leave by agreement between the employee and the 
employer. The leave can be taken up to the time when the child reaches the 
age of two years and in the case of adoption until he or she has reached the 
age of 5 years. Both parents cannot take parental leave at the same time. 
The right to leave cannot be transferred from one parent to the other. The 
question of remuneration is left to the Member States. 
The directive is intended to help to make employment and family duties 
compatible with one another and to improve equal opportunities for women in 
the field of employment. In the Commission's view, the sharing of family 
responsibilities between parents is an essential part of specific strategies 
designed to increase equality on the labour market. The directive is also 
intended to help to give working parents with children more alternative kinds 
of child care and also to encourage fathers parental leave instead of 
transferring their right. Critics of the principle that the right cannot be 
transferred claim, however, that this principle makes parental leave 
unnecessarily inflexible and that it does not take account of the different 
circumstances, needs and wishes of individual mothers and fathers (see Working 
Document on parental leave and child care in preparation for the corresponding 
seminar in 1985, p. 9). 
The principle that the right could not be transferred caused astonishment at 
the seminar on parental leave and child care. Giving the whole period 
available to the parents would make it'much easier for the mother to return to 
work, whilst experience in Sweden shows that fathers often prefer to reduce 
the leave to a short period and get to know their child better (report on the 
seminar on parental leave and child care, p. 8). In Sweden, where parental 
leave is relatively well-established, it has taken several years before 
take-up rates among working fathers reached the present level of 13% (proposal 
for a Council directive on parental leave and Leave for family reasons, 
p. 4) : experience gained in other countries also shows that fathers are 
rather disinclined to take such Leave for cultural or economic reasons. The 
Commission takes the view that parental leave can also offer an opportunity to 
provide valuable work experience for young people. For this reason the 
replacement of workers on leave by unemployed young people should be 
encouraged. 
There are no complete data on the precise arrangements for parental leave in 
the various Member States. 
In Belgium, under a new law adopted in January 1985 (Law on the revival of the 
economy) workers can take leave for a period of 6 to 12 months for various 
reasons, inter alia to look after a child. The leave can be taken as full or 
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part-time leave. The rules form part of a programme to increase employment. 
A worker whose job is filled by an unemployed person has the right to the 
payment of the corresponding unemployment benefit (Working Document for the 
seminar on State-run child care facilities and parental leave, March 1985). 
In the Federal Republic of Germany, the 4 months' parental leave following 
maternity leave will be extended in 1986 to 6 months or 1Q-12 months, with 
payment of an allowance and a limited guarantee of a return to previous 
employment. This was introduced in Italy in 1977. According to information 
from the Ministry of Employment, however, only a few employees can afford such 
leave, because in the private sector the allowance is only 30% of previous 
pay. In the public sector the allowance is equal to full pay for the first 
month. The government does not state whether greater use is made of parental 
leave than in the private sector. 
In France all public sector employees and women in private undertakings with 
more than 100 employees can take a maximum of two years' unpaid leave to look 
after their children. The contract of employment is suspended during such 
leave but not terminated. Since 1978 the father can take parental leave if 
the mother waives her right to do so (report of the inquiry into the situation 
of women carried out by the European Parliament, Topic No. 14, Parental leave 
and pre-school facilities) • 
In Denmark, in addition to the existing fourteen-week maternity leave, all 
workers in the private and public sector are entitled to a further ten weeks' 
leave which may be taken up by both parents. As in the case of the existing 
mate~nity leave, social security benefits of 90% of earnings are paid (Working 
Document for the Rome seminar>. 
In Greece, under a law adopted in October 1984 in two-parent families both 
mother and father have the right to three months' leave each. A parent 
looking after a child in a one-parent family has the right to six months which 
can be taken at any tfme until the child is two and a half years of age. 
In Italy, women working in the public and private sector can take Leave 
following maternity leave for a maximum of six months until the child reaches 
one year of age. They receive a payment of 30% of their normal wage from the 
sickness insurance fund. Employees in the public sector have the right to 
their full salary in the first month and two-thirds of it during the second 
month of leave. The right to return to previous employment is guaranteed. 
Since 1977 the father can also take parental leave but only instead of the 
mother and provided that she signs a declaration to the effect that she waives 
her right thereto (Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of Women, Topic 
No. 14). 
Luxembourg has clearly indicated its preference for parental leave over other 
forms of care. 
In Portugal a period of unpaid leave of between six months and two years can 
be taken. The period can also lead to the withdrawal of social security 
benefits, which are paid again after the period of leave. The leave can be 
taken by father or mother on the same conditions. 
Care byJirandmothers or other close relatives 
Nearly half the children of working mothers are still looked after by their 
grandmothers. Financial considerations also play a part in this. It would be 
wrong to assume from this, however, that such arrangements come about as a 
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last resort (research report on the child-minding pilot scheme in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, p. 171>. According to a study carried out by Fock the 
proportion of children looked after by grandparents varies widely from one 
Community country to another (Luxembourg 78%, Italy 69%, Belgium 63%, 
Netherlands 35% and France 20¥>. 
Self-help parents• groups 
These may exist for various purposes, such as baby-sitting pools, monitoring 
rotas for playgrounds or the fitting-out of cellars or attics as play areas. 
'Rent-a-grannx' service 
A family's address is entered in a card index on payment of a registration 
fee. As and when the need arises, a 'grandmother• who will look after the 
children may be contacted by telephone. 
Supervised playgrounds and children's playgroups 
Activity playgrounds, building playgrounds and adventure playgrounds all 
exist. Pre-school playgroups are very widespread in the United Kingdom and 
Denmark. They ar-e often organized on a neighbourhood basis. Parents are 
involved as supervisors as .uch as possible. Pre-school playgroups in the UK 
are run jointly by parents and primary school teachers (ratio of adults to 
children is 1:8). In Denmark most playgrotmds coming under the Youth 
Departr~?l!nt ha'le a trained playleader. 
The idea::. b•~h'lr~d ~upervised playgrounds vary widely. They are mainly 
concerned with the development of independence, initiative, critical skills, 
creativity, the ability to come to grips with the real world, social behaviour 
and communication skill.s. 
Mobile playgrounds, which set up at the same place once or twice a week on a 
regular basis, ar1d play clubs, which organize afternoon sessions in pubs or 
schools, are peripatetic provisions, part of the purpose of which is to secure 
improvements in play equipment and play areas. 
Child-minclers (referred to as 'family day care' in most countries> 
A child-minder looks after between one and three children of working mothers 
in her own home during the day. She receives a monthly payment from the 
parents to cover expenses and a monthly fee from the state. She should have 
children of her own and look after a maximum of three children under the age 
of three or four under the age of ten. 
In the Federal Republic of Germany child-minders are insured for acc)dent.s and 
civil liability; they receive a contribution towards sickness insurance 
costs, an introductory course and on-going further training. 
In Denmark child-minding is a recognized occupation. Child-minders are 
entitled to a pension, sickness insurance, continuing salary payments during 
pregnancy '"'lf' child allowances. 
Advoc~tes of the child-minding system argue, inter alia, that this kind of 
child-~arp is p1rticularly close to the child's main pattern of living, 
especially whil regard to the limited number of children per child-minder. 
This 1<ir1d oi d.:.y care is r.ot based on a specialized profe~sional institution, 
but offers a natural env1ronment. It offers a greater opportunity for 
cooperatior• be!~~een child-minders and parents. 
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Critics believe that child-minding carries the risk of reaffirming women's 
role as professional mothers; in looking after four children, a child-minder 
would be unable to participate in life outside the ho.e, and more 
child-minding might lead to fewer cr,ches and day nurstrits bt1n; providtd. 
Parents often express concern about their child becoming too attach•d to the 
child-.inder. Overall, the arrange.ent has proved its worth. Child-.inders 
regard looking after chi~dren as a worthwhile job. According to the research 
on the child-minding pilot scheme in the Federal Republic of Germany, 80% of 
the parents surveyed said that they would opt for their child-minder again. 
Most parents regard child-minders as committed, helpful and suitable in the 
context of their child's upbringing. After the end of the pilot scheme, only 
2.6X of the parents surveyed said that they would have preferred to take their 
child to a cr~che; 20X would have liked to have an even more personal form of 
day care, provided by a grandmother or other close relative (p. 167>. 
The preparatory and on-going practical training of child-minders is very 
important. The training programme must be tailored to the women's 
circumstances. They should only have a relatively short period of 
int~odur.tor·y training and p>actir.al probl~m~ should be tackled ~r. dttail as 
and when they occur. This fits in with the view expressed in the interim 
research report on the German Youth Institute's 1982 pilot scheme on 
counselling in connection with foster-children, which states that group work 
with foster-parents is an excellent way of equipping them to handle their role 
and of providing them with help and support in crisis situations before they 
reach the stage of tu~ning to the Youth ~epartment for help. Family day care 
should be supported by national and local authorities in all the Member States 
- this is already the case in Denmark - in the same way as creches, 
kindergartens and children's free-time centres. 
Creches for very small children 
Institutional care is said to offer the following advantages : 
- ease of control with regard to cleanliness and appropriateness of the 
surroundings; 
- those looking after the children are better qualified; 
- children have the opportunity to gain social experience with a range of 
different people at an early age; 
-more material available for playing and better play facilities. 
The counter-arguments advanced include the following : 
-communal care of a number of babies and small children hampers their 
development. Since the children make the same claims for attention at the 
same time, sufficient attention cannot be given to the individual needs of 
each child. There is the risk of a loss of individuality. 
Ecole maternelle, nursery schools, kindergartens 
There are considerable differences in the educational element involved in the 
various pre-school facilities. 
At the ecole maternelle, qualified teachers provide a uniform, centrally 
planned pre-school education; few private facilities are available. 
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The nursery school is only one of several types of pre-school provision. 
Playgroups are also important for the 3-6 year old age group. The Pre-School 
Playgroups Association coordinates groups and runs training courses for 
playgroup organizers~ who are frequently the parents themselves. Parents are 
encouraged to play an active part in their children's development. The number 
of children in playgroups has increased to the point where it equals the 
number of childr~n in other pre-school facilitiesR 
In the Federal Republic of Germany 75% of kindergartens are run by private 
groups such as the Catholic Caritas association. 
In the Netherlands 30% of kindergartens are run by the Protestant Church and 
35% by the Catholic Church. 
In both countries the private kindergarten system is organized on the basis of 
staff with recognized qualifications. In Italy there are also many facilities 
run by the Church~ 
The research report on the child-minding pilot scheme includes the following 
statement in its conclusions : 'In terms of its effects on babies and small 
childrenp qualified family day care is equivalent to care by their own 
mother. The children involved in the pilot scheme were not disadvantaged in 
an)' way.,.. by comparison with similar chHdren looked after by their own 
mothers# with regard to their socio-emotional development, mother-child 
relationships~ cooperation with their peersp independence and intellectual 
development~ In one area they were more advanced : they had more social 
confidence and were less timid. Half-day working by the mother combined with 
half-day non-parental care is often particularly suitable for a child's 
personal development.' 
French and Danish studies (referred to by Sussmuth, pp. 64-65) refers 
specifically to the risks involved if there are frequent changes in the 
personnel providing care or if different types of care are used simultaneously 
and also if the surroundings provide insufficient affective and cognitive 
stimulation for children. Tne following factors are highlighted as being 
essential for the satisfactory development of children in non-parental care 
- parental maturity and competence; 
- sound affective parent-child relationship; 
- safety and security in the parental home and at the child-minder's; 
-positive relationship between the family and the child-minder; 
-continuous care by a limited number of people; 
- maintenance of a regular routine by the parents; 
- gradual shift from the parental home to non-parental care, accompanied by 
the parents; 
- continuous medical, psychological and educational care. 
AccordinG to Commission document 484/84 'Partage des responsabilites 
professionelles familiales et sociales' the role which society should play in 
the field of child care is interpreted in very different ways. Some people 
take the view that society has an important function to perform in ensuring 
that all children have equal opportunities and guaranteeing equal treatment 
for workers of both sexes who have family duties to fulfil. Other people 
consider that this is a field in which interference by the public authorities 
or the State must be very limited because it is primarily up to the parents to 
take responsibility for their own children (p. 5). The Commission takes the 
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view that as far as children from three to six years of age are concerned the 
consensus of opinion is that child-care facilities are apt. The only 
criticisms which are made are academic and concern the variety of teaching 
staff, the status of the establishments and how they fit into the overall 
education plan, education for very young children, the training, status and 
financing of staff and the adjustment of their opening hours to the working 
hours of parents in employment. The debate is still very heated on the 
subject of child care for children under three years of age. The 
interpretation of the role of the family and especially of the mother varies 
considerably according to religious beliefs and political views. 
The tone of the statements made by European Ministers for Social Affairs who 
met in 1980 and 1981 within the OECD and the Council of Europe was very 
moderate and very caustious. At the OECD conference of 10 to 12 March 1980 on 
small children they said that the family provides the best framework for the 
care and upbringing of children because it is to some extent a 'natural' 
framework. The ministers added that the problem which had to be overcome was 
that of the degree of tolerance which the public authorities were willing to 
show towards the different needs and circumstances of families. 
At the second conference, which was organized by the Council of Europe from 
20 to 22 May 1981, the ministers said that since the demands of everyday life 
were becoming more complex, it could be seen that a great number of people 
wanted and needed a wide range of very different facilities and measures to be 
made available. The ministers then emphasized once more that the objective of 
family policy is to create conditions in which parents can make a free choice 
as to the division of their time between family and working life. 
Very great differences of interpretation arise from the fact that in some 
cases the government is supposed to guarantee a sufficient number of places 
for all children whose parents wish them to be put into day care, whilst in 
other cases they are supposed only to help parents who have no other option. 
The question of what the best solution is is therefore still open. Parents 
believe that in addition to simple supervision and care the educational and 
social function is of increasing importance in a child-care establishment. 
Parents insist that the quality of the facilities should be given absolute 
priority. Of the families interviewed for a study entitled 'Families with 
children and working parents, SaarbrOcken January 1983, none took their 
children to a day nursery. These parents have a reservations about day 
nurseries on principle; they claim that the children do not receive regular 
attention and lack the presence of the person to whom they can relate and 
trust (p. 32). 
The following statement is made in the conclusions of the Council of Europe's 
study on pre-school education, on p. 66 : 'The main achievement of this 
research is probably that it has helped to define realistic objectives for 
pre-school education, which can play an important part in encouraging learning 
by socially disadvantaged children. The opportunities for compensating for 
social disadvantages, however, should not be overestimated. The limited 
resources available can best be put to use in complementing and reinforcing 
the parents' role, and not in seeking to replace them, because the potential 
impact of institutional pre-school education is outweighed by that of the home 
environment.' 
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Requirements for the expansion and improvement of pre-school education 
-The number of pre-school facilities should be increased in all the Member 
States so that all children, irrespective of their social backgrounds, have 
the opportunity to attend a pre-school facility from three years onwards, at 
the latest; 
-enough places should be made available for schoolchildren to ensure that all 
children who are otherwise not adequately cared for during the day can be 
looked after; 
-places should be made available for immigrant children to the same extent as 
for local children, to encourage integration and eliminate social barriers; 
-the provision of new facilities should be planned in such a way that 
residential areas with particularly needy families are given priority; 
- there must be a marked improvement in the training of pre-school and 
kindergarten teachers; 
- training should not be concerned exclusively with the pre-school age group; 
students should have the opportunity to gain practical experience in both 
the pre-school and primary sectors; 
- other professional groups, such as doctors and social workers, should be 
involved in the training programme; 
-the results of current research in the field of child development and the 
effectiveness of teaching methods should be made available to pre-school 
teachers to a greater extent; 
- the proportion of trained teachers, in relation to the number of employees 
in the pre-school sector, should be increased; 
- all pre-school teachers should have more opportunities for further training; 
- in 1974 99% of those working with small children in the Federal Republic of 
Germany were women; greater efforts should be made to employ men as 
teachers and teachers• assistants; 
- the level of training, pay and working conditions for pre-school teachers 
should be the same as for primary teachers; 
- the position of child-minders in the system of child-care provision must be 
re-thought and regulated accordingly; 
- some establishments need to be better equipped and have a more stimulating 
environment; 
-groups must be reduced in size in many establishments; 
- working with parents is particularly important (e.g. provision of books, 
monthly kindergarten bulletins, occasional home visits, private discussions 
in the case of problem children, parents• evenings to discuss problems and 
social events such as barbecues, summer and Christmas parties>; 
- teachers must be particularly well-qualified for working with parents; 
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- better staffing and reduced working-time in groups so that all staff have 
set times available for preparation and follow-up work; 
- charges must be set at levels that do not rule out access for poorer 
families (when charges for using children's day centres in Berlin were 
abolished, they were inundated with children from deprived families>; 
-more research into all aspects of pre-school education; the Council of 
Europe has called for improved scientific methods in evaluating projects, 
new types of demonstration and the dissemination of research findings among 
parents, teachers and the public at large; 
- new kinds of cooperation between researchers, administrators working in this 
field and teachers with regard to innovations based on research • 
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
DOCUMENT B 2-18/85 
ANNEX I 
tabled by Ms TONGUE, Mr ELLIOTT, Ms QUIN, Mrs van den HEUVEL, Mrs d'ANCONA, 
Mr FORD, Mr NEWMAN, Mrs SALISCH, Mrs VAYSSADE and Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure 
on equal access to child-care facilities 
Th!_!~!ope!~ Parliament, 
A. having regard to the report on the situation of women in 
!urope (Doc. 1-229/83), 
B. having regard to its resolutions o~ 11 February 1981 and 
17 Januar7 1984 on the aituation or woaen in luroper 
c. bavina regard to Action 7 or the 1982-85 Action Proaraaae 
on tbe Promotion of !qual Opportunities ror Women, 
D. having regard to Council Di~ective 76/207/!EC of 9th February, 
1976 on the implementation or the principle of equal treatment 
for aen and women as regards access to employment, vocational 
training, promotion and working conditions, 
-· noting the report V/1784/83-EH on Day Care facilities and 
Services for Children under the age of 3 in the European 
Communities which clearly illustrates the haphazard and 
inadequate provision of facilities for the under three's, 
F. having regard to the disparities between Member States in 
national provision in child care facilities great enough 
to affect the compatible functioning of the EEC, 
~. given that equal treatment for male and female vorkers 
constitutes one of the objectives of the European Communities 
(Council Directive 76/207/EEC), and that wo~en to suffer 
1nequality in seek1ng access to the Labour market because 
they do not have equal access to adequate childcare provision 
in all EEC Countr1es, 
"· convinced that public provis~on of childcare faciliti~s for· 
·~e unde~ five's is necessary to guarantee real equality between 
::1 ~ ~ :1nd '!lt'Omen, 
I. whe~~as it is appropriate to remddy this by an approximation 
of laws towards the most advanced provisions in the terms of 
Art1cl~ ll7 and 118 of the Treaty of Rome and conditio~R such 
as will improve !he standard of living and worki~g conJit1ons 
of the Labour force and ensure the full imple.mentation of 
Council Directive 76/207/EEC, 
I. Calls on the CommissJon to 1rav up proposals for a frame~ork 
Directive call\ng en ~ember States to acknowledg~ their 
respvnslbillties in the fi~ld of childcare ~nd to make the 
necessary statutory provisions to ensure adequate childcare 
provision in all EF.C Countri~s; 
2. I:1str•Jcts it's PreE~ident to forwa::-d this R~<:nhtt:i,)n t:.o the Com.mis'5io:t, 
Cc<.lncil oi ~inisters 3!1::! t~le Gc..ver'"';,e;itt: of;:~,. ~<:> 1ilh€r State&. 
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
DOCUMENT B 2-19/85 
ANNEX II 
tabled by Ms TONGUE, Mr ELLIOTT, Ms QUIN, Mr FORD, Mrs van den HEUVEL, Mrs d'ANCONA, 
Mrs SALISCH, Mrs VAYSSADE, Mr NEWMAN and Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Proceudre 
on the taxation of workplace nurseries by the United Kingdom Government 
A. hav1n& the regard to the report on the situation of women 
ln Europe (Doc. 1-229/83), 
B. having regard to ita resolution• of 11 'ebruar7 1981 and 
17 Januar7 1984 on the a1tuat1on of.woaen ln lurope, 
• 
c. having regard to the !EC Commission's Xe•orandum on Income 
Taxation and Equal Treataent tor Men and Women {COM(84) 695 
final), 
D. having regard to Action 6 o~ the Mew Communit7 Action Programme 
on the Promotion of Equal Opportunities !or Women which states 
as its aim the need to revise inco2e tax systems which have 
an indirect adverse effect on women's emplo7ment, 
E. whereas the Government of the United lingdoa is pursuing a 
policy of taxing parents whose childcare coats are 
subsidised by their employers through the provision or 
nursery facilities (workplace nurseries), 
F. whereas such a practice is unknown in other EEC Member 
States, 
u. recognisies that the policy of the United Kingdom Government 
runs contra~y to the EEC'a whole action progra~me on the 
promo~ion of Equal Opportunities for Vomen. having as it does 
a severely adverse affect on Women's eaployment, 
i. Calls on the Commission to advise the United Kingdom Government 
that it is in contrav~ntion of EEC laws and recommendations 
on Equ31 O~vcr~unities for ~en and ~o~en; 
2. Calls on the Co~mission to insist that the United Kingdom 
Government reverses ita policy or s tax on workplace nurseries; 
3. Calls on the c~~mission to insi~t that the United Ki~gdom 
GovernQent ~it~draws all tax demands already issued with 
respect to workplace nurseries; 
4. Instructs , ts P~esident to forward this reR~lution to 
the Co~mission, the Council and the Government of the 
United Kingdom. 
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